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Z. Deáké and М. Jáaossv: Modeling tbe cathode region of noble gas entere discharges using Monte Cario 
simulation KFKM992-29/D 

ABSTHACT 

A model of the cathode dark space of DC glow discharges was developed in order to study the effects 
caused by mixing small amounts ( 5 2%) of other nobfe gases (Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe) to He. TIte motion of charged 
partiaes was deserted by Monte Carlo simulation. Several discharge parameters (electron and ion energy dnv 
trmution functions, electron and ion current densities, reduced ionization coefficients, and current densky-vok-
agc characteristics) ткете obtained. Small amounts of admblmrs were fc«nd to modify sigm^kanth; the dkdurge 
parameters. Current densb>Mwltagc characteristics obtained from the model showed good agreement with «ay 

Z. Donko and M. Jánossy. Modeling the cathode region of noble gas mixture discharges using Monte Carlo 
simulation KFKM992-29/D 

KIVONAT 

A ködfénykiiülése.t katód környéki térrészének leírására kidolgozott modellunldel vizsgáltuk lós memiyi-
ségfi adalékgazok hatását a gázldsulés jellemzőire. A számításokat He buffergázra végeztük d, az adalékgázok 
Ne, Ar, Kr és Xe voltak, maximálisan 2%-os koncentrációban. A töltött részecskék (elektronok és ionok) 
mozgásának leírására Monte Carlo szimulációt alkalmaztunk, A modell segítségével a gárfcisflléa számos jel
lemzőjét határoztuk meg (elektronok és ionok energia-eloszlása, elektron- és ionáramsűrűségek, redukált 
ionizációs együttható, áramsűrűség • feszültség karakterisztika). Megállapítottuk, hogy a kis mennyiségű 
adalékgázok jelentős mértékben befolyásolják a kisülés jellemzőit. A számítások során kapott áramsűrűseg-
feszultség karakterisztikák jő egyezést mutatnak a kísérleti eredményeinkkel. 
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1. IMTRODUCTIOH 

The cathode region of glow discharges has been the scope of 
both theoretical and practical interest (Den Hartog et al 1988, 
Sommerer and Lawler 1988, Canaan 1989, Shi et al 1989). Sose 
applications of the cathode region of the discharge are spectral 
lamps (Walsh 1955), hollow cathode lasers (Solanki et al 1979, 
Rozsa and Janossy 1983) and plasma processing (Chen et al 1988). 
The theoretical interest of the cathode region arises from its 
important role in the maintenance of the discharge and the 
non-hydrodynamic properties of this region. 

Hydrodynamic (or local field equilibrium) regions are 
usually defined as where the electron energy distribution 
function (EEDF) at any place depends only on the local value of 
the reduced field В/п (electric field to gas density ratio) 
(Pitchford et al 1990). Under local field equilibrium conditions 
the transport properties of charged particles, as well as the 
rate coefficients of different elementary processes are also 
functions of the local В/п. Measurements of transport and 
Townsend ionization coefficients are usually carried out in such 
environments where special care is taken to find hydrodynamic 
conditions. Therefore the data obtained in these experiments may 
not be directly applied to modeling non-hydrodynamic regions. 

In the cathode dark space (CDS) of glow discharges there are 
very high electric field gradients. As a consequence of this the 
electric field changes considerably along the mean free path of 
the electrons. The velocity of an electron at any position is 
not determined exclusively by the local value oi the electric 
field rather by the electric field distribution along the path 
of the electron. Because of this the CDS shall be considered as 
a non-hydrodynamic region. 

There are a few basic possibilities to obtain the EEDF in 
the plasma. The most often used of them are the solution of 
Boltzmann's kinetic equation (analytically or numerically) and 
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the Monte Carlo (MC) type simulation of the charged particles' 
motion. Both of these basic approaches have their advantages and 
limitations, which are not discussed here and may be found 
elsewhere (e.g. Marode and Boeuf 1983, Graves and Surendra 
1990). 

The Monte Carlo simulation providing a flexible description 
of the particles' motion and different collision processes have 
been applied by several authors (Tran Ngoc An et al 1977, Boeuf 
and Marode 1982, Ohuchi and Kubota 1983, Hashiguchi and Hasikuni 
1988, Yumoto et al 1991, Hashiguchi 1991, Jianfen Liu and 
Govinda Raju 1992, Date et al 1992). We have chosen this method 
for our modeling of the CDS in noble gas mixtures. 

The large effects of impurities and small amounts of 
admixtures in gas discharges are widely known since the 
investigations of Kruithof and Penning (1937). In the case of 
glow discharges the changes of different discharge parameters 
(e.g. minimal maintaining potential, voltage - current 
characteristics) were recognized by several investigators, as 
well (see e.g. Weston 1968). 

Measuring current density-voltage [j(V)] characteristics of 
the cathode region in noble gas mixture discharges we have found 
that small amounts of other noble gases admixed to He cause 
remarkable and admixture-specific changes of the j(V) 
characteristics (Donko et al 1991). The observed changes of the 
j(V) characteristics in the cathode region deviate from those in 
the positive column of dischargee, where all the other noble 
gases admixed to He result in an increase of the-current density 
at constant voltage (see e.g. Willett 1974). 

Although there is an increasing interest in the cathode 
region of the glow discharges, little effort has been made so 
far to model this region in noble gas mixture dischargee and 
calculate current density-voltage characteristics. 
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2. THE MODEL OP THE CATHODE DARK SPACE 

In this section the details of our model of the CDS are 
presented. First the basic features of the model are summarized 
(§ 2.1) then further details are given about the maintenance of 
the discharge and the elementary processes considered in the 
mode? (§§ 2.1.1, 2.1.2). The Monte Carlo procedure, the 
treatment of charged particles, the simulation process and the 
determination of the discharge parameters are discussed in §§ 
2.2-2.7. 

2.1. Formulation of the model 

Our model of the CDS was developed with low current density 
(j * mA/cm ) abnormal glow discharges in mind. At low current 
densities thermal effects and cathode sputtering may be 
neglected and the low current density results low electron 
density in the CDS. The discharge is supposed to be stationary 
and driven by a DC voltage source. 

The considered elementary processes include electron 
emission from the cathode (only due to positive ion bombardment, 
see § 2.1.1), elastic and inelastic (excitation and ionization) 
collisions of electrons with gas atoms, Penning ionization, as 
well as symmetric and asymmetric charge transfer processes. 

The electrodes of the discharge are assumed to be plane and 
parallel. The edge effects are ignored in the simulation of 
electron motion (the electrodes are supposed to be infinite). On 
the other hand the discharge volume is considered to be finite 
when the contribution of Penning ionization is calculated. 
Furthermore it is supposed that the space between the two 
electrodes is filled entirely by the cathode dark space (CDS) 
and the negative glow (NG) as it is indicated in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. 
The cathode region 
and the electric 
field distribution. 
(CDS: cathode dark 
space, NG: negative 
glow, d: length of 
the CDS) 

The electric field distribution was chosen in accordance with 
experimental investigations as given by (Warren 1955, Shi et al 
1989)t 

B(x) - (2V/d) (1-X/d), (1) 

where V is the cathode fall voltage and d LB the length of the 
CDS and x is the distance fron the cathode. 

The negative glow is considered to be a field free region 
and in this case the potential difference between the electrodes 
is equal to the cathode fall voltage V. 

This model of the CDS is not a "self-consistent field" 
•odel. The electric field distribution obtained from the nodel 
is, however, as it will be shown later, very sinilar to the a 
priori specified field (1). 

2.1.1. The maintenance of the discharge 
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The glow discharge is maintained by electrons ejected fron 
the cathode due to the inpact of positive ions, netastable atone 
and UV photons on its surface. There are no extensive data 
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available for the participation of these processes in the 
maintenance of the discharge. Measurements of Molnár (1951) have 
shown that the secondary electron emission coefficients for 
positive ions and metastable atoms are nearly equal. The number 
of metastable atoms arriving at the cathode surface, however, is 
less than the number of positive ions because the ionization 
rate is expectedly about an order of magnitude greater than the 
metastable production rate. Furthermore the metastables diffuse 
in every direction, the motion of positive ions is directed 
towards the cathode. Investigations on the role of UV photon« 
indicated that only a few percent of the electron current at the 
cathode is induced by UV photons (Helm 1979). Consequently the 
positive ion impact is accepted as the dominant process 
responsible for electron emission from the cathode. 

Recent investigations have shown that most of the electron 
emission at the cathode is caused by positive ions created in 
the cathode dark space i.e. the number of positive ions entering 
the CDS from the negative glow is negligible (Doughty et al 
1987, Den Hartog et al 1988). 

If the length of the CDS (d) is known from experiments the 
Monte Carlo simulation can be carried out in a straightforward 
way. Then the results of the simulation may provide information 
about the different secondary processes at the cathode. To our 
knowledge there is no available experimental data for d in noble 
gas mixture discharges. However, if we assume that no ions enter 
the CDS from the NG, d can be obtained from our model (see § 
2.7). 

2.1.2. Elementary processes 

The elementary processes considered in our model of the CDS 
are listed below (the admixed gas in denoted by X): 
- Electron emission from the cathode due to positive ion impact; 
- Anisotropic elastic scattering of electrons from He and X 
atoms; 
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- Electronic excitation of He and X atoms; 

- Electron impact Ionisation: 

He + e"-» He + + 2 e~, (2) 

X • e~ -» X + + 2 e~ (3) 
- if the admixed gas X has a lover ionization potential than the 
energy of He metastable levels (X«Ar,Kr,Xe), the Penning 
ionization: 

He* •»• X -v X + + He + e~, (4) 

where He* denotes helium metastables; 
- Charge transfer processes, namely the symmetric processes 
involving ions and atoms of the same type: 

He + + He -» He + He +, 

X ++ X -• X + X + 

and the asymmetric process: 

He + + X -» He + X + 

Since the opposite asymmetric charge transfer process is 
strongly endoergic we have not taken it into account. 

After summarizing the applied Monte Carlo procedure in the 
next section, the above processes will be discussed in more 
detail in *$ 2.3-2.5. 

2.2* The Monte carlo procedure 

The Monte Carlo (MC) procedure applied in our model was 
developed for tracing the motion of electrons in non-uniform 
electric fields (Boeuf and Marode 1982). This method was used in 
our model for tracing both electrons and ions in the CDS. only 
the main points of the mathematical part of the Monte Carlo 
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procedure are discussed here, the interested reader may find 
every detail in the paper of Boeuf and Marode (1982). 

Although the electric field is one dimensional (l), the 
radial Motion of the particles and their angular scattering in 
collision processes may be considered, providing a quite 
realistic description of the particles' motion. The energy 
dependence of the cross section of individual processes are also 
included. 

Let us consider a particle moving along a curvilinear 
abscissa s. The probability of that the next collision of the 
particle occurs beyond s is given by: 

P(s) - exp f- J Q(s) ds\, (5) 
1 8o } 

where sQ is the position of the last collision and Q in a gas 
mixture is given by: 

Q[*(8)]~ 1±(п cr[*(s)])±, (6) 

i.e. the cross sections of all the possible collision processes 
(or) are weighted by the concentration of "target" atoms (л) and 
are summarized. 

The position of the next collision (s_) may be determined by 
the solution of the following equation: 

rsc 
J Qt'(8)] ds - - Ln(l-R01), (7) 

80 
where RQ. is a random number uniformly distributed on the [0,1) 
interval. This equation is solved by Boeuf and Marode rather for 
the * kinetic energy of the electron just before the next 

С 
collision and once « i s known, в„ is calculated based on the 

с с 
conservation of energy. 

The computational speed may be increased significantly if 
the need for numerical integration in the solution of (7) can be 
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eliminated. This can be done by the introduction of a so-called 
null-collision process (Skullerud 1968, Boeuf and Marode 1982). 
In this case eq. (7) is solved using the following cross 
section: 

04*) - Q(') + QHVt,L(')> (8) 

where Q ft) is the cross section of the null-collision 
HULL' ' 

process and it is chosen in that way to result that Q'(*) 
remains constant within certain intervals in the CDS. The 
introduction of the fictive null-collision process results 
somewhat higher number of collisions but these additional 
collisions (the null-collisions) do not influence the "real" 
path of the particle. 

The type of the collisions in the MC scheme is determined 
randomly. When a collision occurs, the [0,1) interval is divided 
into subintervals according to the cross sections of the 
individual elementary processes (including the null-collisions 
process). The actual process is chosen by the interval into 
which a RQ1 random number falls. 
2.3. The treatment of electrons 

The motion of the electrons through the CDS is traced in 
three dimensions by the Monte Carlo procedure described in § 
2.2. In the following subsections we discuss the initial energy 
distribution of the electrons emitted by the cathode and the 
collision processes involving electrons. 

2.3.1. Inergy distribution of electrons emitted 
from the cathode 

The initial kinetic energy of electrons ejected from the 
cathode due to positive ion impact has an upper limit 
с -Г.-2-?, where B4 is the ionization potential of the gas 
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atom and <p is the work function of the cathode material 
(Hagstrum 1956). In the Honte Carlo simulation a random initial 
energy may be assigned to each individual electron being emitted 
by the cathode. In the model a uniform probability distribution 
is ubcd. the e initial energy of the emitted electron is 
calculated by: 

co ' (*Г2'*> Roi' ( 9 ) 

where RQ1 is a random number uniformly distributed on the [0,1) 
interval. In pure He discharge E. is the ionization potential of 
He, in He+X gas mixture E. is chosen randomly for single 
electrons to be equal either to the ionization potential of He 
or that of X, as both He and X ions liberate electrons from 
the cathode. 

2.3.2. collision processes involving electrons 

In the collision processes the direction (and the magnitude) 
of the velocity of the electron is changed except in the 
null-collision process when the electron proceeds without any 
change in its velocity. In the following we discuss the 
collision processes involving electron impact: the elastic 
scattering, excitation and the electron impact ionization. We 
note that the value of Q to be used in the MC procedure 
(equation (6)) is: 

° s I ni<ai,ela+ai,exc+ai,ion>- < 1 0 > 
i=HE, X 

The cross sections of the (elastic a

e i a , excitation ° e x c and 
ionization оion) collision processes are taken from de Heer and 
Jansen (1977) and de Heer et al (1979). 

The elastic scattering of electrons is nearly isotropic at 
low values of * kinetic energy, while it is strongly peaked in 
the forward direction at high values of t. This property of the 
elastic scattering is included in the model by using the 
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following formula for the differential cross section of elastic 
scattering (Boeuf and Marode 1982): 

ав1а(*'я) " A 0 x p {~B ^ 8in("/2))' (H) 
where « is the scattering angle, the constants A and В are 
specific for each noble gas. The new direction of the velocity 
of the scattered electron is determined randomly according to 
(11). The coefficients A and В were determined by fitting the 
integral of the above formula to the total elastic cross section 
data. The energy loss of electrons during elastic collisions 
with gas atoms is neglected. 

In the case of electronic excitation no energy levels are 
distinguished in the atom, the energy lost by the electron is 
randomly chosen according to the following relation: 

- a* « » 2 + (*2-*i)Roi' ( 1 2 ) 

where e. is the energy of the lowest excited state of the atom/ 
and с ш min (Ej,e ) , E, and * being the ionization potential of 
the atom and the kinetic p^rgy of the electron before the 
collision. After the w.xiision the electron is scattered 
isotropicslly, the direction of its velocity is chosen randomly. 
In the model all the excited states of He are supposed to decay 
to the metastable levels. (We believe that the radiation 
trapping between the 2 P state and the ground state of helium 
makes our assumption realistic.) 

In electron impact ionization the scattered and the ejected 
electrons share randomly the remaining kinetic energy after 
ionization. Furthermore their velocities are assumed to be 
coplanar and perpendicular (Boeuf and Marode 1982). 

2.4. Penning ionization 

The contribution of Penning ionization in the case of He+X 
mixtures can be approximated by considering the diffusion of He n 
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metastables out of the discharge volume. The CDS is supposed to 
be cylindrical having the same radius as the electrodes. 

If the metastable concentration at an initial time t=0 is 
n (0), the concentration at a time t>0 is given by (see e.g. 
Hillett 1974): 

nm(t) e nm(0) e x p { ' D ' t / l í 2 } ( 1 3 ) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient of He n m^tastables in He at 
the given He pressure and A is the characteristic diffusion 
length of He n atoms given by: 

A"2= («/d)2+ (sQ/2r)2 (14) 

where d and r are the length and the radius of the cylinder and 
z.=2.405 is the smallest root of the JQ(z)^0 equation, where JQ 

is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind. 
Applying (13) to a single metastable atom the probability of 

that atom being still in the CDS at a time t after its creation 
at t**0 may be given: 

Pn(t) - exp {-Dt/ti2}. (15) 

The metastable atoms move with an average thermal velocity v and 
the average distance they pass through durir.g t ie f t . If the 
Penning ionization process has a cross section a then the mean 
free path (X ) of a He* atom is given by: 

where n% denotes the atom concentration of the gas X. The 
average time a He n metastable' atom needs to produce an X ion 
can be expressed using (16): 

t - y v -l/<nx*pv). (17) 
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Substituting £ into (15) the probability that the Penning 
reaction happens within the CDS is: 

If an excitation process of He occurs in the simulation then a 
random number RQ1 is generated and a Penning ionization process 
is supposed to take place in the CDS if ЯП,<Р_, where P is 

OJL Ж ж 

calculated as given by (18). The cross sections of Penning 
ionization are taken from Muschlitz and Scholette (I960). 

2.5. The treatment of ions 

As a result of the high E/n present in most of the CDS the 
angular distribution of the ion velocity distribution is 
strongly peaked toward the cathode. The motion of positive ions 
is therefore treated one dimensionally (Lawler 1985, Den Hartog 
et al 1988). 

The motion of the ions is basically determined by charge 
transfer processes. In pure He glow discharge the mean free path 
associated with the 

He + He + -» He + + He (19) 

symmetric charge transfer process is much shorter than the 
length of the CDS. In the case of gas mixtures additional charge 
transfer processes take place: 

X + X + -» X + + X, (20) 

He* + X -» He + x +, (21) 

which have a mean free'path comparable to or greater than the 
length of the CDS. (Note that in our investigations the 
concentration of the admixture X is 2-3 orders of magnitude less 
than the concentration of He.) 
This requires Monte Carlo treatment of the ions. 
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Since the He ions can exchange their charge with both He 
and X atoms but X ions could participate only in the symmetric 
process (20), the values of ß H K and Q x to be used in the Monte 
Carlo procedure (equation (6)) are: 

Q*e> •V.-.W' < 2 3> 
where л и к and nx are the concentrations of He and X atoms, 
о ыш(') and a /*; are the cross sections of symmetric 

Щ Ж "" M Ж ж — Ж 

processes (19) and (20) and о is the cross section of the 
asymmetric process (21). The cross sections of the symmetric 
processes depend weakly on the v ion velocity and are given by 
the Firsov formula (Firsov 1951, Rapp and Francis 1962, Sinha 
and Bardsley 1976): 

aXJ2 - a - b Ln(v*). ^24) 

The coefficients a and b were determined from experimental data 
(Rapp and Francis 1962). The cross section a _. is taken to be 
independent of the ion energy (Nakai et al 1984). 

The positions and types of collisions are determined on the 
basis of random numbers. Null-collision technique is applied as 
well to increase the speed of calculation. The ions created in 
charge transfer processes are supposed to start toward the 
cathode havim* thermal energy. 

We note that in the case of pure He discharge because of the 
short mean free path of the symmetric charge transfer process 
(19) the ions may in a first approximation be treated as being 
in local field equilibrium (Lawler 1985, Den Hartog et al 1988). 

2.#, The simulation process 

The simulation process applied in our model consists of the 
following steps: 
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1. Specification of the input parameters: the discharge voltage, 
partial pressures of admixed gases, the length of the CDS and 
the number of electrons to be emitted from the cathode. 

2. Emission of one electron from the cathode. 
3. Tracing the given electron until it reaches the CDS-NG 

boundary. The secondary electrons and positive ions created 
in (electron impact and Penning) ionization processes are 
stored in lists, with their initial parameters (position, 
magnitude and direction of velocity). 

4. If the electron list is not empty take one electron from the 
list and proceed with 3. 

5. Take the ions one-by-one from the He and X ion lists and 
trace them as they participate in charge transfer processes 
until they reach the cathode. (No ions diffuse into the CDS 
from the negative glow.) 

6. Repeat from 2 if not all the electrons are emitted yet. 

The simulation is usually carried out for few thousand electrons 
emitted from the cathode. The data accumulated during the run of 
the simulation provide the base of the calculation of the 
discharge parameters as shown in the next section. 

2.7. Determination of the discbarge parameters 

In this section first the method for the determination of 
the length of the CDS is presented and after this the 
calculation of the other discharge parameters is described. The 
CDS is di 'ided into a number of intervals having a length of ox. 
The discharge parameters which show spatial variation are 
calculated at each XJ plane (mesh planes). The equations are 
written using the continuous variable x, but it is recognized 
that the values of the parameters are known only at the mesh 
planes. 

The length of the CDS is determined iteratively. In the 
first step of the iteration the simulation described in § 2.6 is 
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carried out using an approximate initial value of d. Considering 
the more general case of gas mixtures, as .-1 result of the 
Simulation we obtain the average number of He and X ions 
arriving to the cathode per emitted electron. Let these numbers 
be denoted by N . and N . According to our approximation that 
electron emission from the cathode occurs only due to positive 
ion impact, the N and N ions should be just enough tc 
liberate a nev electron from the cathode i.e. the following 
equation has to be satisfied: 

N+ r +W +r = 1, (25) 
HE HE X *X ' * ' 

where / and у are the secondary electron emission 
+ + + + 

coefficients for He and X ions. Using the values of N H C and N 
obtained from the simulation this equation usually does not hold 
exactly. The values of N | | E and N , however, depend on the length 
of the CDS and in this way d may be increased or decreased if 
the value of N r.+'C rv is less or greater that unity. Then 
the next step of the iteration is carried out using the modified 
value of d. This cycle (modification of d and run the simulation 
again) is repeated until we obtain a value of d which results 
sufficient number of ions satisfying the equation (2b) with a 
certainty of a few percent. This deviation is allowed because of 
the "noise** (statistical error) of the Monte Carlo simulation. 
Having found the approximately correct value of d, the 
simulation is carried out once again and the other parameters 
are calculated from the data of this last simulation run. 

The secondary electron emission coefficient for positive ion 
impact was calculated by the following empirical expression 
(Thura 1979): 

r i - 0.0255 (0.8 Е^г-г)1'08, (26) 
where Fл and ? (both given in units of eV) are the ionization 
potential of the gas atom and the work function of the cathode 
material, respectively. The calculations were carried out 
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supposing AI cathode ff»4.26 eV (Michaelson 1977)). 
During the MC simulation, as the electrons passing through 

the CDS the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) builds 
up «t each x, plane. Since the ions are also traced by MC 
simulation their energy distribution (IEDF) may be obtained at 
each x. plane, as well. The latter is, however, averaged at the 
mesh planes to obtain the <v (x)> average ion velocity except at 
the x»0 plane (i.e. the cathode surface) where the detailed IEDF 
is also calculated. 

The MC simulation of electrons and positive ions also offers 
the possibility to obtain the average number flux of electrons 
and ions per one emitted electron at the mesh planes. These 
quantities are denoted by F~(x) and F*(x). Since the electron 
and ion current densities are related as: 

j~(x)/j+(x) - F~(x)/F+(x) (27) 

and ir» « stationary discharge the j current density is constant: 

j - fix) + j+(x) (28) 

we find the current density ratios: 

j"(x)/j 'F'(X) I [F~(x)+F+(x)J, (29a) 
and 

j*(x)/j -F+(x) / [F~(x)+F+(x)J. (29b) 

In the case of gas mixtures F+(x) has the form F (x) • Fix) 
+ F

B (x), where the A and В subscripts refer to the parent and 
the admixed gas. The different current density ratios are given 
by: 

j"(x)/j- F~(x) / [F~(x)+F+(x)+F+(x)), (30a) 

Ó*(x)/j- F+(X) / [F~(x)+F+(X)+F+(X)J, (30b) 

j*(X)/j- F*(X) / [F"(X)+F*(X)*F*(X)J. (30C) 
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The j total discharge current density may be found in the 
following way: since j~(x)=p~(x)<v~(x)> and j*(x)- p (x)<v+(x)>, 
where <v~(x)> is the average velocity of electrons obtained from 
the EEDF, the Poisson equation reads: 

ЦР- - n/v * { ^ —-— ^ -£—} -
a x ° I j <v (x)> j <v+(x)> ) 

- (l/£0) j AX(X) (31) 

and similarly in the case of mixtures having a bit more 
complicated A_ (x) on the rhs of equation (31). Using the 
B(x~d)-0 boundary condition E(x) can be obtained by integrating 
(31) and the discharge voltage is given by: 

V = j - (1/c ) J J A ft) d? dx. (32) 
° x-0 ?»d 1 ' 2 

It is emphasized, that this equation does not mean a linear 
relation between V and j since the results of the MC simulation 
at given V are included in A, _,'?;, it rather provides a 
possibility to determine j from the results of the simulation. 
The integration in (32) is carried out numerically since the 
values of A. or A, are known on the x, planes. Using this method 
the current density corresponding to given voltage can bo found, 
and by running the simulation for differ ant values of V the 
current density-voltage characteristics of the discharge may be 
obtained. 

Э. RESULTS 

In this chapter the results of the model for several 
discharge parameters are presented emphasizing the effects 
caused by small amounts of admixtures. 

In figures showing spatial variation of discharge parameters 
the position in the CDS is given in relative units. Since the 
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CDS-NG boundary must be excluded from the simulation because of 
the zero electric field at this point (see Boeuf and Marode 
1982), x=0 and x=l correspond to the position of the cathode and 
to 0.99- d, respectively. The contribution of the Penning 
ionization was calculated in the simulation using an electrode 
radius of r=4 mm, which is the same as used in our earlier 
experimental investigations (Donko' et al 1991). 

3.1. Electron and ion energy distribution function* 

The energy distribution of the electrons entering the 
negative glow (NG) is important from the viewpoint of the 
applications. Since considerable part of the ionization in the 
NG is believed to be caused be the high energy electrons (beam 
electrons) "injected" from the CDS, the high energy part of the 
EEDF is of particular importance. Beside ionizing the gas the 
high energy electrons can efficiently excite high-lying atomic 
energy levels, e.g. produce population inversion in hollow 
cathode lasers. 

The EEDF obtained from the model close to the CDS-NG 
boundary is shown in figure 2 for a discharge in pure He, at 
V-300 V, p>5 mbar, d«0.33 cm. As it can be seen the EEDF 
function has a "tail" representing the high energy electrons. 
The peak around the electron energy corresponding to the cathode 
fall voltage (300 V) shows the electrons which did not suffer 
energy loss in the CDS. Ihe shape of the peak is identical to 
the initial energy distribution of the electrons emitted from 
the cathode. 

Keeping the discharge voltage (V-300 V) and the total 
pressure (p-5robar) constant and mixing as little, as 0.4% of Ar 
to the parent gas we obtain the EEDF shown in figure 3. As it 
can be seen the tail of the EEDF is significantly reduced 
compared to the case of pure He discharge. This means that the 
number of the high energy electrons is much less even at this 
very small Ar partial pressure. Slightly stronger reduction of 
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the number of high energy electrons vas obtained in the case of 
He+Kr and He+Xe mixtures. Ne was found to cause no significant 
reduction of the high energy tail of the EEDF. 
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figure 2. 
The EEDF close to the CDS-NG 
boundary in pure helium 
discharge at 4*300 v. 

Figure 3. 
The EEDF close to the CDS-NG 
boundary in He + 0.4 % Ar 
discharge at V-300V. 

The i(e ) ion energy distribution (IEDF) on the surface of 
the cathode is of practical interest, because this determines 
the sputtering of the cathode material. Figure 4 shows the IEDF 
at the cathode surface in the case of He+2tKr mixture. The 
parameters of the simulation were: V-300 V, p-5 mbar. The energy 
of He ions has an average value of *7 eV and is mostly less 
than 30 eV. However, the energy distribution of Kr + ions (thanks 
to the "long" mean free path of Kr* ions) extends up to the 
energy corresponding to the maximal available accelerating 
voltage. The functions shown in figure 4 do not express the 
ratio of the average number of He 4 and X + ions arriving at the 
cathode, they are normalized as Jt(s+)d*+*l. 
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Figure 4. 
The energy distribution of 
He and Kr ions at the 
cathode surface in He+2\Kr 
gas mixture (V=3O0 V). 

О 100 200 300 

e* [eV] 

It can be deduced fron figure 4 that in pure He discharge 
practically no cathode sputtering occurs. Little anounts of 
adnixtures, however, in accordance with experinental 
observations, nay cause significant cathode sputtering (Csillag 
et al 1974). Sane anounts of the other adnixtures (Ne, Ar and 
Xe) resulted sinilar ion energy distribution at the cathode. 

3.2. The distribution of the current density 

In this section sone exanples of the current density ratios 
are given. Figure 5 shows the j~/j and j /j quantities in the 
CDS in pure He discharge at V-300V and p-5 mbar. The He ions 
carry about -̂ 3/4 part of the current at the cathode (x«0). This 
is the consequence of the secondary electron enission 
coefficient being 0.35 as calculated from (26). The share of the 
electron current increases with x because of the nultiplication 
of the electrons due to ionization processes. 

In gas mixtures the ion current is shared between He + ions 
and X + ions. As it is illustrated in figure 6 the ions of the 
low concentration adnixed gas (X) carry considerable part of the 

U 1 U 

— 0.05 
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low concentration admixed gas (X) carry considerable part of the 
ion current density. The results are shown for He+0.4%Ar mixture 
at V=300 V discharge voltage. In this case the Ar ions carry 
about one third of the ion current density although the Ar 
concentration is only 1/250 part of the total concentration. 
Since both He* and Ar + ions liberate electrons from the cathode 
and the secondary electron emission of Ax* is less than that of 
He, the ratio of the electron to ion current density slightly 
decreased at the cathode compared to the case of pure He. 

aoo 0.25 0.5 0.75 
x [rel. units] 

1.0 

Figure 5. 
The distribution of the 
current density ratios 
in the CDS in He+0.4%Ar 
discharge: о electrons, 
• He+ ions. 

0.00 
> 055 0.5 0.75 1.00 

x [rel. units] 

Figure 6. 
The distribution of the 
current density ratios 
in the CDS in He+0.4%Ar 
discharge: о electrons, 
• He+ ions, A Ar + ions. 

We found that in the case of Kr and Xe admixtures similarly 
a significant part of the ion current is taken by the ions of 
the admixed gas but in He+Ne mixture Ne + ions carry negligible 
part of the ion current. This can be explained by the relatively 
•mall ionization cross section of Ne compared to Ar, Kr or Xe 
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and the absence of the Penning ionization as an ionization 
source. 

3.3. Ionisation in the CDS 

The a/p reduced ionization coefficient expresses the nunber 
of ion pairs created per emitted electron on unit length and at 
unity pressure. 

The spatial dependence of the a/p reduced ionization 
coefficient in the CDS obtained fron the model is plotted in 
figure 7 for pure He and for He+0.4%Ar nixture. The total gas 
pressure in both cases was 5 mbar and the voltage was 300 V. It 
can be seen in figure 7 that 0.4% Ar results an increase of a/p 
by «30% depending on the position x. This enhancenent of the 
ionization is caused by the much higher ionization cross section 
and the lower ionization potential of Ar compared to He. 

Figure 7. 
The a/p reduced Ionization 
coefficient in the CDS in 
the case of pure Ие (о) end 
He+0.4\Ar Ы discharges. 

о as 1.0 
x [rel, units] 

It is to be noted that a/p does not vary very much with the 
position in the CDS except in the vicinity of the cathode (x%0). 
This is the reason why calculations based on average values of 
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a/p used in the early models of the CDS gave more or less 
reasonable results. 

Similar and a little greater enhancement was obtained in the 
case of He+Kr and He+Xe mixtures. Admixtures of Ne were found to 
have no remarkable effect on the a/p ionization coefficient. 

3.4. Current density-voltage characteristics 

In this section the current density-voltage [j(V)] and 
current density-admixed gas pressure [j(p )] characteristics 
obtained from the model are presented and compared to our 
experimental results (Donko' et al 1991). 

The calculated and measured j(V) characteristics for pure He 
discharge in the voltage range of 200-400 V are shown in figure 
8. A good agreement between the calculated and measured 
characteristics can be seen in the whole voltage range. 

Figure 8. 
Measured (+) and calculated 
(0) current density-voltage 
/J (V) ] characteristics of 
the pure helium discharge 
(p-5 mbar). 

WV"l50 250 350 450 
Voltage M 

The measured j(V) characteristics of He+0.8%X discharges are 
shown in figure 9. As it can be seen, 0.8% of Ar admixed to He 
increases the current density of the discharge by about 20-30% 
depending on the voltage. The same amount of Xe, however. 

1.DU 
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decreases j by about 60% in the whole voltage range. In the case 
of Ne and Kr admixtures a smaller, but definite decrease of the 
current density was found. 
Using the nodel of the CDS the j (V) characteristics were 
calculated for the sane gas nixture discharges and are presented 
in figure 10. The results of the nodel correctly reflect the 
effect of the admixtures on the current density in the nost 
significant cases, i.e. when Ar or Xe was admixed to He. They do 
net clearly show the small decrease of j in He+Ne and He+Kr 
mixtures but they indicate that the current density is not 
changed very much. 
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Figure 9. 
Measured current density-
voltage characteristics of 
pure He and He + 0.8%X 
discharges: + He, о He+Ne, 
д He+Ar, v He+Kr, D He+Xe. 

Figure 10. 
Calculated current density-
voltage characteristics of 
pure He and He + 0.8%X 
discharges: + He, о He+Ne, 
д He+Ar, v He+Kr, о He+Xe. 

The correspondence of the measured and calculated data shows 
that the changes of the j(V) characteristics can be explained at 
least qualitatively based on the selected elementary processes. 
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Let us consider now the most significant cases of Ar and Xe 
admixtures. 

The results of the model indicate that in the case of Xe 
admixture due to the high cross section of the asymmetric charge 

—15 2 + 
transfer process (a *1.5xl0 cm ) many of the He ions are 

HC~ XE 
lost before they could reach the cathode (more than 50% at 2% Kr 
concentration) and could induce electron emission. Although 
there is a considerable additional electron impact and Penning 
ionization of Xe atoms, but due to the low value of the 
secondary electron emission coefficient for Xe ions (r =0.03) 
the losses of He ions dominate over this additional ionization 
and this results in a decrease of the current density at 
constant voltage. According to the results of the model the 
length of the CDS decreases by about 10% at 0.4% XJ admixture 
compared to d=0.33 cm in pure He. and it reaches 0.33 cm again 
as the Xe concentration increases to 2% at V=300 V. We note that 
while in a pure He discharge the ratio of the electron to the 
ion current density (i.e. the current balance at the cathode) 
j'/j+ is about 0.35, in the He+2%Xo mixture we obtained 
j~/j %0.1 (i.e. there are 10 ions needed in average to liberate 
one electron instead of about 3, as in the case of pure He). 

On the other hand, in He+Ar mixtures, the asymmetric charge 
•16 2 

transfer process (21) has a cross section only 2.7x10 cm 
(less than 1/5 of those of Xe) and the secondary electron 
emission coefficient for Ar ions is r *0.12. This means that 
the He ions are lost with a little probability (less than 10% 
at 2% Ar concentration) and the Ar + ions created by electron 
impact and Penning ionization processes or in the asymmetric 
charge transfer process are more likely to induce secondary 
emission from the cathode (4 times likely compared to Xe ions). 
These processes lead to the increase of the current density at 
constant voltage. In He+Ar mixtures the length of the CDS (d) 
was found to decrease continuously with increasing Ar partial 
pressure reaching a value of d*0.25 cm at 2% Ar concentration (d 
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was 0.33 en in pure He discharge at V=300 V ) . The current 
balance at the cathode was found to decrease to j ~ / j %0.23 at 2% 
Ar admixture. 

The Ne and Kr admixtures represent intermediate cases 
between the two above cases (Xe and Ar) and the current density 
was found to change in both directions as the p partial 
pressure of the admixtures was changed. 

The measured discharge current density as a function of p 
is shown in figure 11. The characteristics are plotted for the 
different admixtures in the p x «0-0.1 mbar interval at V**300 V 
discharge voltage. In the case of Ar admixture j increases 
monotonly in the whole p interval. A continuously decreasing j 
was observed in He+Xe mixture as the partial pressure of Xe was 
increased. Ne and Kr admixtures resulted in a little drop of the 
current density at very low values of p (0.01-0.02 mbar) and 
then j increased slightly with increasing p . 
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figure 11. 
Measured current density 
admlxed дав pressure 
characteristics of He+X 
discharges: 
0 He+Ne, д He+Ar, 
v He+Kr, о He+Xe. 
(p-5 mbar, V~300 V) 
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Figure 12. 
Calculated current density-
admixed gas pressure 
characteristics ot He+X 
discharges: 
о He+Ne, д He+Ar, 
v He+Kr, a He+Xe. 
(p-5 mbar, V~300 V) 
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The results of our model calculations are plotted in figure 
12. There is a reasonable qualitative agreement between the 
measured and calculated j(p ) characteristics in the case of 
He+Ar, He+Ne and He+Xe mixtures The increase of j in He+Ar 
mixture, as well, as the decrease of j in He+Xe mixture can be 
clearly seen and the results of the model also reproduce the 
experimentally observed fact that Ne does not modify remarkably 
the current density of the discharge. There is a deviation 
between the measured and calculated figures in He+Kr mixture, 
where the model fails to predict the experimentally observed 
small increase of j at Kr partial pressures higher than *0.03 
mbar. The reason of this discrepancy is not yet understood. 

3.5. The effect of the admixture on the 
maintenance of the discbarge 

One of the simplifying assumptions of the model was that 
electron emission from the cathode occurs only due to positive 
ion impact. This condition was formulated in eq. (25). In gas 
mixtures both He and X ion arrive at the cathode and 
participate in the maintenance of the discharge. Figure 13 shows 
the №*N*r x-100% quantity as a function of the admixed gas 
pressure. This quantity expresses the percentage of electrons 
which are emitted due to the impact of X ions. 

It can be seen in figure 13 that the admixtures play an 
important role in the maintenance of the discharge. In the case 
of 2% Ar, Kr and Xe admixtures ̂ 25% and in the case of He+2% Ne 
mixture tl0% of the electrons is emitted from the cathode due to 
the impact of admixture ions. 
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Figure 13. 
The percentage of electrons 
emitted from the cathode due 
to the impact of admixture 
ions as functions of the 
admixed gas pressure. 

0 We ions, д Ar + ions, 
7 Kr ions, 2 Xe+ ions. 
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Э.С. Electric field distribution 

Finally we present the electric field distribution obtained 
fro« the model to justify our assumption of the linearly 
decreasing field in the CDS. Figure 14 shows E(x) as it was 
calculated by the integration of the Poisson equation (31) after 
calculating the total current density as described in § 2.7. As 
it can be seen in figure 14, the agreement between the imposed 
and the calculated field is very good. 
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Figure 14. 
Specified 
calculated 

(- -) and 
(9) electric 

field distribution in the 
CDS in pure He discharge 
(p*5 mbar, V- 300V) . 
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4. COHCLÜBIOM8 

A model of the cathode dark space (CDS) of low current 
density DC glow discharges was developed. The model applies 
Monte Carlo treatment of the charged particles and could be used 
to calculate several discharge parameters (electron and ion 
energy distribution functions, current density ratios of 
different charged species, the a/p ionization coefficient, 
current density - voltage characteristics). Because of the lack 
of experimental data on the length of the CDS, it was determined 
in an iterative way, based on the self-maintenance criteria of 
the discharge. 

The aim of this work was primarily to study the changes of 
the discharge parameters caused by small amounts of admixtures. 
Helium was used as parent gas and up to 2% of neon, argon, 
krypton and xenon were used as admixtures. 

The electron energy distribution function (EEDF) was found 
to be strongly affected by the small amounts of admixtures. The 
high energy part of the EEDF close to the CDS-NG boundary was 
significantly reduced in the presence of Ar, Kr and Xe. It was 
observed that a small admixture of Ne does not affect 
considerably neither the EEDF nor the average velocity of 
electrons in the CDS. The latter was reduced by about 5, 10 and 
20% by 2% admixtures of Ar, Kr and Xe, respectively. 

The energy distribution of He and X ions was examined at 
the cathode surface. The He+ ions were found to have a low 
average energy at the cathode (*7 eV at 300 V discharge 
voltage), what is explained by the short mean free path of He 
ions in helium. The energy distribution ot the X + ions (in all 
kind of admixtures) was almost uniform in the whole energy 
interval extending up to the energy corresponding to the cathode 
fall voltage. 

In He+Ar, He+Kr and He+Xe mixtures the current densities 
carried by He + and X + ions were comparable even at very low 
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admixture concentrations. The results of the model indicate that 
these admixtures have a significant role in the maintenance of 
the discharge. In 2% mixtures of Ar, Kr or Xe about 25% of the 
electron emission is caused by the ions of the admixed gas, 
while the contribution of Ne ions to the electron emission was 
found to be only 10% in the mixture of He+2%Ne (at a discharge 
voltage of V=300 V). 

The a/p reduced ionization coefficient is considerably 
enhanced by small amounts of Ar, Kr and Xe admixed to helium 
(about 30-40% at admixture concentrations of 0.4%). Practically 
no enhancement of «/p was observed in the case of He+Ne 
mixtures. 

The current density-voltage [j(V) ] characteristics of the 
discharge were modified by all admixtures. The changes of the 
j(V) characteristics were most significant in the case of He+Ar 
and He+Xe mixtures (Ar was found to increase j and Xe was found 
to decrease it). The j(V) and J(PX) characteristics of the gas 
aixture discharges obtained from the model were compared to 
experimental data. Good qualitative agreement was found between 
the two sets of discharge characteristics. The results of the 
model reproduced the behavior of the j(V) characteristics in all 
admixtures at 0.8% admixture concentration. The comparison of 
the j(Px) characteristics showed a similarly good agreement in 
the case of Ne, Ar and Xe admixtures in the examined case of 
V-300 V discharge voltage . 

He have found that a considerable part of the primary 
electrons was produced by the ions of the admixed component even 
at low admixture concentration. 

It was shown that the S(x) electric field distribution 
obtained from the calculation is very close to our assumption, 
i.e. to the linearly decreasing electric field in the CDS. 

* * * 
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